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uae | utilities

Short-Term Rec.: Accumulate
Long-Term  Rec.: Buy

Current Price*: AED 1.08
LT Fair Value  : AED 2.09

• Tabreed is continuing with its rapid expansion plans which will see it grow its cooling capacity three-fold
over the next three years. However, this growth does not come without costs; efficiently financing this
expansion will be a key determinant for value creation during this time. 

• The company recently completed the issue of an AED1.7 billion mandatory convertible sukuk, which will
help to fund its growth until next year. While this will have a dilutive effect on the company’s future
earnings, it also provides the company additional debt capacity to finance its ongoing capital expenditure
programme.

• In order to raise further funds, the company has indicated that it is looking to sell some of its mature
plants. Along with freeing up cash, we believe these asset sales could boost earnings through one-off
capital gains over the next few years. However, any asset sales would result in lower fully owned capacity
for the company and therefore could result in lower than expected revenues during this time. Given the
uncertainty in terms of timing and amounts, we have not incorporated any asset sale nor subsequent
capacity reduction assumptions into our forecasts at this stage. 

• We have, however, revised our capacity and tariff forecasts downwards to reflect management’s latest
guidance. Based on these new assumptions, we forecast revenues of AED666 million in 2008e (down 8%
versus our previous forecast), but still expect to see growth of 124% to AED1.5 billion by 2010e as the
company benefits from ongoing capacity expansions.

• In light of the changes to our forecasts and the dilution effect coming from the mandatory convertible
sukuk, our LTFV is revised downwards from AED3.91 to AED2.09, but still provides 94% upside from the
current share price.

• We believe current high implied multiple valuations can be justified by Tabreed's dominant market share,
relatively low risk growth potential given its guaranteed 20-year contracts and anticipated strong earnings
progression over our forecast period once the company is through its heavy years of capital expenditure.
Moreover, with the company looking to monetize some of its future cash flows by selling selective mature
plants, this will potentially further boost the bottom line above our forecasts over the next few years.
Therefore, we reiterate our ST Accumulate/LT Buy recommendation on the stock. 

Abid Riaz
+971 4 363 4005
ariaz@efg-hermes.com

Mohammad Madani
+971 4 363 4003
mmadani@efg-hermes.com
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i. huge capacity expansion ahead - but at what cost?

Tabreed has firmly established a platform for its next leg of growth, with expectations of a three-fold increase
in owned capacity over the next three years. However, while the secured contracts give great visibility for
expansion plans and revenue progression, funding this growth could prove to be demanding. That said, the
company has recently raised AED1.7 billion through the issue of a mandatory convertible sukuk.     

next leg of growth
Tabreed’s Sukuk prospectus mentions that the company currently has plants under construction that will see
capacity increase by over 300,000 refrigeration tons (RT) by 2010 from its current capacity of 278,000 RT,
to 592,000 RT. However, based on further details from management, we forecast that in addition to this
Tabreed could add an additional 200,000 RT from un-announced projects. Therefore, we estimate that
Tabreed’s capacity will increase to above 772,000 RT by 2010e as shown in Figure 1.1.

Figure 1.1: Tabreed’s Capacity Growth  

Source: Company Prospectus, EFG-Hermes estimates

funding crunch and strategic review
Tabreed has recently raised AED1.7 billion through the issue of a mandatory convertible sukuk. Despite this,
the company will still require considerable additional capital to meet its substantial capital expenditure
programme and to that end, Tabreed recently announced it will undertake a strategic review with a shift
towards increasing profitability as the central theme. As part of this strategic review, Tabreed will sell mature
assets (plants) to a new asset holding company. Tabreed will retain a stake in the subsequent special purpose
vehicle(s) and importantly will remain as the manager and operator of the transferred assets. 

These asset sales will go some way to help to fund the company’s capex programme over the next three years
(which we estimate will total around AED6.5 billion) and will reduce the amount of additional debt or equity
needed to be raised. However, the asset sales will result in a lower fully owned capacity for Tabreed and
therefore may result in lower than expected revenues in the short term. Mitigating this however, the
company should see a boost to its bottom line from one-off capital gains.

As an indication of what we could expect in the future, we highlight the last occasion that Tabreed  sold-off
assets (in 4Q 2006). Then, the company made an AED40.5 million gain from the sale of a 60% stake in four
of its existing plants for AED525 million to Sumitumo Corporation and J Power - both Japanese companies
involved in utilities. The gain of AED40.5 million represented Tabreed’s share of the profit made on these
assets, with the remainder (a gain of AED27 million) going to the acquirers. With a book value of AED457.5
mn for the assets, the transaction effectively valued these plants at 2x book value (bearing in mind that
Tabreed only sold off a 60% stake and if we assume 100% of the assets were sold on the same terms). 

So far the company has not made any further announcements regarding future asset sales (as to which plants
will be sold etc) and has only disclosed that the asset sales will occur over the next three years starting in
2009, with the company aiming to sell between AED500 million and AED1 billion of assets each year.
Therefore, given the lack of details at this stage, we have not incorporated any potential asset sales into our
forecasts, but will look to do so once we gain greater visibility on the process. 

uae  utilities
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ii. impact on forecasts

Although we have not incorporated any potential asset sales in our numbers, we take this opportunity to
review our capacity and tariff forecasts to reflect the latest information available from the company. We have
revised our capacity estimates resulting in lower capacity over the next two years, but higher capacity in
2010e and in the longer-term (beyond 2011e) as shown in figure 2.1. This is due to the change in our ramp-
up period assumptions (i.e. our assumptions of exactly when capacity will ramp-up as a new plant comes on
stream) and changes to the commissioning date for some of the company’s plants under development.    

Figure 2.1: Old vs. New Capacity Forecasts

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates

We have also adjusted our average revenue per Refrigeration Ton (RT) assumption downwards after
incorporating additional information from the company. The current average revenue per RT reflects the fact
that a greater proportion of the company’s existing plants are operating under long-term contracts that were
signed at rates lower than we had previously estimated (at AED500 per RT). The difference arises from the
fact that we have been calculating our revenue per RT based on year end capacity numbers, rather than
adjusting the total capacity available to reflect the ramp-up in capacity. 

However, going forward we expect to see considerable growth in the company’s revenue per RT as a result
of i) higher capacity charges driven by a high inflationary environment in the UAE and across the GCC, ii) and
also as more of the company’s new plants are commissioned, with the latest contracts being signed at nearer
AED1,500 per RT. 

Figure 2.2: Old vs. New Price Forecasts for Average Revenue per RT    

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates
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revenues: reducing forecasts over the medium-term
Our revenue forecasts for the chilled water division are based on our new estimates for Tabreed’s capacity
and average price per RT. As for the company’s other divisions, we have assumed that the Services division
will deliver just marginal revenue growth. Meanwhile, we expect the Manufacturing division’s topline to
remain unchanged from current levels, while we forecast the Contracting division’s revenues to fall
significantly over the next three years as existing contracts are completed. As more plants come on-line and
the company’s owned capacity increases, chilled water revenues will represent a larger portion of the
company’s top line, rising from 35% at end of 2007 to 80% in 2011e as shown in figure 2.3. 

Figure 2.3: Divisional revenue breakdown    

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates

In addition, we note that Tabreed’s chilled water revenue’s will also be boosted over the coming years as the
company receives one-off connection charges (based on tons of cooling capacity required by the customer)
which are due to be paid on the commencement of service. 

The combination of all these sources mean that we now forecast total revenues of AED666 million for 2008e,
but expect growth of 124% to AED1.5 billion by 2010e as the company adds additional capacity. It is worth
noting that our revenue forecasts have been reduced over the next few years (as shown figure 2.4), as a result
of our new lower capacity assumptions and lower tariff estimates. 

Table 2.4: Revenue growth 

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates

operating cost assumptions down, but ebitda forecasts also reduced
Given the change in the commissioning date of some plants and the increase in the anticipated ramp-up
period, we have adjusted our operation cost assumptions. We now forecast a gross profit margin of 58% for
2008e growing to 60% by 2012e as the company starts to benefit from economies of scale (especially with
regards to its SG&A expenses).
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Figure 2.5: Changes in Total Operating Cost Forecasts

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates

The combined effect of these changes to our top line forecasts and cost assumptions means that our
estimates for EBITDA fall by 10.7% and 19.8% in 2008e and 2009e respectively as shown in figure 2.6.    

Table 2.6: Changes to EBITDA Forecasts

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates

reductions in net income and eps
In addition to the various changes above, we have also adjusted various assumptions for depreciation and
financial income/expense as well as the dilution from the sukuk, which has led to reduced net income and EPS
figures. As we have noted previously, our forecast do not include assumptions for capital gains from asset sales. 

Tables 2.7: Changes to Net Income forecasts

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates
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capital expenditure and free cash flows
Given the additional details from management that each RT of additional capacity has a cost of AED10,000,
and the new capacity guidelines, we assume a significant rise in Tabreed’s capital expenditure over the next
few years, but expect capex to fall against our previous estimates further out (as shown in figure 2.8).    

Figure 2.8: Changes in Capital Expenditure Forecasts - New versus Old

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates

These changes to our capital expenditure forecasts will have a greater negative effect on our free cash flows
in the short term. We forecasts that cash flows will turn positive in 2011 as the company completes its near-
term huge capex programme and as the current plants under development start operating and contributing
to revenues and earnings.  

Figure 2.9: Changes in Free Cash Flow Forecasts - new versus old

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates

changes to debt and equity
In light of the company’s recent sukuk issue, we have adjusted our balance sheet assumptions, making
significant changes to our debt and equity forecasts over the next few years. Given that the recent
mandatory sukuk will be accounted for as equity, this will create additional debt capacity for the company.
And we believe Tabreed will need to utilize a significant portion of this capacity as its capital expenditure
program is expected to total AED6.5 billion over the next three years, therefore requiring further funds of
some AED5 billion. While asset sales could reduce the amount of debt raised, given the limited visibility into
such sales, we are not making assumptions for such asset sales in our forecasts, and instead are assuming that
all future funding needs will be filled through debt issuance. 
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Table 2.10: Movements in Debt and Equity and Interest Cover

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates

As seen in Figure 2.10, although we have assumed all funding to come in the form of debt, the company will
be able to satisfy its covenants of a maximum debt to equity ratio of 2.76x and a debt service ratio of at least
1.0x according to our forecasts.  
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iii. valuation

In light of the changes to our forecasts for capacity both in the short and longer terms, we revisit our DCF
analysis. We also adjust our figure for shares outstanding and consequently our Long Term Fair Value (LTFV)
takes into consideration the dilutive effect from the company’s AED1.7 billion mandatory convertible sukuk.
To be prudent, we have assumed conversion at the minimum exchange price of AED2.52 resulting in
maximum dilution. This has resulted in a fall in our LTFV from AED3.91 to AED2.09 per share, but still
provides 94% upside from the current share price.

We assume a WACC of 8.2%. While, the 10 year US Treasury bond yield has fallen to 3.6%  vs. 4.40%
previously, we have added an additional 125 bps to our risk free rate to adjust for country specific risk. We
forecast a debt to equity split of 60:40 which is in line with management’s long term target for debt to equity.
Meanwhile,  we have extended our forecast horizon until 2017 to allow the company to reach a steady state
where we believe most plants will be fully utilized (refer to Figure 3.1). 

Table 3.1: Discounted Cash Flow 

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates

Our DCF remains very sensitive to the assumptions used to arrive at the Terminal Value. Therefore, because
of heavy capital expenditure over the coming few years, rising revenues and our assumption of rising margins
over time, our DCF value is very sensitive to both our WACC and perpetuity growth rate assumptions, as
shown in Table 3.2.

Table 3.2: Sensitivity Analysis 

Source: EFG-Hermes estimates

Our DCF valuation of AED2.09 implies the following multiples; a 2009e P/E ratio of 32.7x, a PBV ratio of 1.3x
and an EV/EBITDA ratio of 28.6x. On the face of it these still appear very rich, but we believe that both our
growth expectations and the low risk nature of this growth potential for Tabreed need to be considered.
Indeed, we forecast a CAGR in net income of 27.6% from year end 2007 to 2012e, despite our forecast
adjustments downwards.  
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recommendation
Having revisited our forecasts and our DCF assumptions, our new estimated Fair Value of AED2.09 per share
still gives significant upside from the current share price of AED1.08. Moreover, high implied multiple
valuations can be justified in our minds, by Tabreed's dominant market share, within an unregulated industry,
relatively low risk growth potential given its guaranteed 20-year contracts and anticipated strong earnings
progression over our forecast period once the company is through its heavy years of capital expenditure (the
next three years). 

Moreover, with the company looking to monetize some of its future cash flows by selling selective, mature
plants, this should further boost Tabreed’s bottom line (above forecasts) over the next few years. Therefore,
we reiterate our ST Accumulate/LT Buy recommendation on the stock. 
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Table 3.3: Income Statement

Table 3.4: Balance Sheet

Table 3.5: Cash Flow Statement

Source: Tabreed, EFG-Hermes estimates
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